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Summary
I am currently working as a software engineer at Apple SPG.
Before joining the industry, I completed my PhD from the University of Illinois, where I was advised by
Prof. Naira Hovakimyan. Broadly, my research was at the intersection of robotics, control theory, and
machine learning, where I focused on safe motion planning for robots under uncertainty.

Research Interests
suboptimal model predictive control; synthesis of stability certificates and constructive control design;
robust, adaptive, and nonlinear control theory; sampling-based motion planning; planning with reducedorder models; collision detection.

Education
Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering, Aug 2021.
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL.
M.S. in Aerospace Engineering, Dec 2016.
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL.
B.Tech. in Mechanical Engineering, May 2014.
VIT University, Vellore, India.

Professional Experience
Software Engineer
Apple, SPG
April 2022 - present (Sunnyvale, CA)
This work is covered by a strict public release policy.
Software Engineer
Optimus Ride (acquired by Magna Electronics), Planning and Controls Team
Sep 2021 - April 2022 (Boston, MA)
Optimus Ride is an autonomous vehicle startup that operates a fleet of shuttles in geo-fenced areas. I am a
member of the Planning and Controls team where I focus development efforts on modern control techniques
that provide rigorous safety guarantees for autonomous vehicles.
•

Produced a design document rigorously detailing the safety requirements and the associated assumptions for an autonomous vehicle from a controls perspective.

•

Documented the design of a model predictive control algorithm with computational, stability, and
feasibility guarantees.

Research Intern
Meta Reality Labs (MRL), Computational Imaging Team
May 2018 - Aug 2018 (Redmond, WA)

This work is covered by a strict public release policy.
Robotics Perception Intern
Paracosm (acquired by Occipital)
May 2017 - Jul 2017 (Gainesville, FL)
Occipital is a company that develops sensors and software to facilitate portable 3D mapping. I worked on
planning algorithms for a wheeled robot mounted with the Structure sensor.
•

Designed a C++ motion planning library and implemented different types of planning algorithms for
wheeled robots mounted with Structure sensors.

•

Implemented a computationally efficient distance transform of an occupancy map for fast collision
checking and distance-based prioritization when planning.

Research Intern
Qualcomm Research Philadelphia (QRP)
May 2016 - Aug 2016 (Philadelphia, PA)
QRP (previously KMel Robotics) developed hardware and firmware for aerial vehicles. My internship
project involved developing navigation strategies for the Snapdragon quadrotor using the onboard sensors.
•

Designed an obstacle avoidance controller for the Snapdragon Flight board (since discontinued) for
assistive collision prevention using noisy vision-based range information.

•

Developed sampling-based motion planning algorithms to generate distance-optimal collision-free
paths for the vehicle from a 3D occupancy map.

Academic Experience
During my M.S. and Ph.D., I was a member of the Advanced Controls Research Laboratory and worked
on topics pertaining to theoretical guarantees of stability and robustness for trajectory tracking problems
of systems with uncertainties. The following list briefly describes some relevant projects.
•

Synthesis of incremental regions of attraction: A constructive approach to control design for nonlinear
systems with stability guarantees by verifying regions around any reference trajectory that are stabilizable. The synthesis procedure involves learning an appropriate Lyapunov function and a verification
phase based on interval analysis.

•

Contraction theory-based L1 -adaptive control: A robust adaptive control architecture for nonlinear
systems to accurately track reference trajectories while compensating for disturbances. The theoretical
tracking error can be computed beforehand and used in motion planning applications to find safe paths
for the disturbed system.

•

Fast collision detection for trajectories: A computationally efficient algorithm to compute collisions or
the proximity between continuous curves and obstacles in the environment. Depending on the paramterization of the curve, the method may be able to compute these queries within 10-100 microseconds.

Besides research, I was also involved in teaching a numerical methods course in the CS department a
number of times (Spring 2015, Fall 2016, Fall 2017). I was also responsible for the software development
efforts within the lab as it related to the different robotics platforms and compute resources (e.g. Crazyflie
quadrotor, Intel Aero, Jackal UGV, Lambda GPU server, etc.).

Technical Skills
Languages: C, C++, Julia, Python, Bash.
Libraries: OSQP, qpOASES, Eigen, ForwardDiff, Flux, DifferentialEquations.
Tools and environments: Linux, git, vim, tmux, make, gdb, ROS, LCM, MATLAB, Simulink, LATEX.
Published software: ConvexBodyProximityQueries, CurveProximityQueries, SafeFeedbackMotionPlanning.
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